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facts on climate change + impacts one must know
1. Global temperature ΔT= 10°C between two extreme states of the Earth: ice ages and warm periods
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6000°K

2. Atmosph. CO2 lets in solar energy 300°K
traps terrestrial energy thus CO2 & T are closely linked
3. ΔCO2 = 100 ppm between ice ages (190 ppm) and warm periods (290 ppm); presently > 400*ppm
4. Pace of T-rise from Weichsel-Würm to Holocene was high currently we’re avalanching along 20 times that fast
5. Mankind turned into a significant climate driver
6. Climate is the statistics of weather over some decades
past winter temperatures (Scandinavia)
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facts on climate, change + impacts one must know

relativ zu 1961-1990

Temperaturanomalie [°C]

~1°C↕

Global
ca. +0.9°C

worldwide unique climate data base: HISTALP 

Alpenraum
ca. +2°C

facts on climate, change + impacts one must know

past evolution of CO2 concentration and global temperature

facts on climate, change + impacts one must know
7. Society, assets, ecosystems, supply-chains, etc., are particularly vulnerable to changes in climate extremes.
8. anticipatory decision-making, efficient, effective strategies and
sustainable protection measures have to built on: knowledge of potential
future hazard-development-corridors.
9. Prediction is very difficult, especially if it's about the future (Niels Bohr), but 1860
so, how 2 foretell the future?
J. Verne foretold the internet
① design pathways of mankind (RCPs)
② estimate implications e.g. in terms of future CO2 levels (•••)

Downscaling

④ to assess regional impacts :
factor in physics/processes not
resolved by GCMs: Downscaling

③ use ② to drive Global Climate Models - GCMs are substitutes
of the climate system, mimicking the systems’ response to (•••) answering ‘if

then’ questions.

future temperature and precipitation corridors across Europe

future temperature corridors within Central Europe

urban heat island effect on the example of Vienna
min.: 7.2 max.: 82.8 mean: 45.4 SU

min.: 16.0 max.: 99.0 mean: 61.6 SU
Input: EURO-CORDEX (EUR-11)
min.: 21.3 max.: 107.8 mean: 70.0 SU

1971-2000

IPCC Scenario RCP4.5
2021-2050

“Urban climate in Central European cities and global climate change” 2014-2015 (Zuvela-Aloise, Hollosi, et al.)

2071-2100

urban heat island effect on the example of Vienna
min.: 7.2 max.: 82.8 mean: 45.4 SU

min.: 16.1 max.: 101.9 mean: 63.0 SU
Input: EURO-CORDEX (EUR-11)
min.: 40.0 max.: 128.8 mean: 93.4 SU

IPCC Scenario RCP8.5

1971-2000

2021-2050

“Urban climate in Central European cities and global climate change” 2014-2015 (Zuvela-Aloise, Hollosi, et al.)

2071-2100

projections of temperatures around the globe until 2100
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Speaker: Priv.-Doz. Dr. Mag. Christoph Matulla studied theoretical Physics, received his PhD in Climate
Research and habilitated in ‚Climatology and Climate System Modelling‘. After several years of very
enyojable work at the Helmholtz Zentrum Geesthacht close by Hamburg, Germany (2002-2004) he was
with Environment Canada at its headquarters in Toronto (2005-2007) until he was appointed as senior
scientist at the Austrian Weather Service (ZAMG) responsible for setting up a group for Climate System
Modelling. Already in 1994 during his theoretical physics studies, he started lecturing at universities,
which he still does (Universities of Vienna, Salzburg, Graz, BOKU and Technikum). He has won several
science awards (e.g. the Schinze prize), published more than 30 peer-reviewed papers, edited two books
on climate change. Currently he supervises numerous master theses that are carried out within
cooperation with ministry officials responsible for public protection and Europe’s transport, freight and
logistics industries.
or at www.climod.eu contributors

Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geodynamik -- Austria‘s national Service for meteorology and geodynamics
Founder of modern Climatology

Seismology, Earthquake research

Hohe Warte

Freiher von Ferstel
(1828-1883)

Votivkirche

Victor Conrad (1876-1962)

Julius von Hann (1839-1921)

Dynamical Meteorology

Storm, frontal zones research

1851: foundation of the Austrian weather service (together with a professorship at
the Universtiv of Vienna) by Franz Joseph von Habsburg, Emperor of Austria,
Apostolic King of Hungary-Croatia and King of Bohemia
1873: Foundation of the International Meteorological Organization (IMO) in Vienna
-- precurser of the WMO - the World Meteorological Organization, which is now
located in Geneva, Switzerland.
Felix MariaExner (1876-1930)

Max Margules (1856-1920)

